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GENERAL INTRODUCTION 
This dissertation consists of two major parts. In the first part we study the 
comtrans algebras, which were introduced in [2], from a purely algebraic point of 
view, working toward the classifcation of simple comtrans algebras over suitable 
fields. Comtrans algebras are defined in the second section, and three broad classes 
of comtrans algebras are represented by the examples of that section. In the third 
section, simple comtrans algebras are defined, and it is shown that the simplicity of 
a Lie algebra and the simplicity of the comtrans algebras which is derived from the 
Lie algebra are equivelent. In the fourth section, a necessary and sufficient condition 
for the comtrans algebra CT{A,B) of example 2.1 to be simple is provided. In the 
final section, it is shown that the series of simple algebras CT(A, B) and CT{L) of 
example 2.2 are distinct, with the exception of the comtrans algebra given by the 
vector triple product. 
In Part II, the framework for the representation theory of comtrans algebras 
is established. In the second section, centrality theory from the universal alge­
braic field of Mal'cev varieties (cf. [3]) is used to get an elementary description 
of JS-modules. In the third section it is shown that the representation theory of 
a comtrans algebra E is equivalent to the representation theory of an associative 
universal envoloping algebra Me of E. In the final section, the universal enveloping 
algebra of a comtrans algebra over a field is identified as the tensor algebra over 
(£/ A E^ © (jE/ ® E^ ® (E (2) JEf). 
In Part III, a comtrans algebra CT(E,/3)  form a pair (E,^)  consisting of a 
imitai  module E over  a  commutat ive r ing R with 1  and a  bi l inear  form j3:  E^ —y R  
is produced. A "transposed" comtrans algebra CT{E,/3Y is also given by the pair 
2 
(E,  13) .  In the second section, some elementary topics such as the notaions of ideal, 
abelian algebras, and simple algbras are recalled. The transposition relationship 
between a pair of comtrans algebras, typified by CT(E,^) and CT{E,^y, is also 
described. In the third section, the basic construction of the comtrans algebras 
CT{E,fi) and CT(E,fiy from a module {E,/3) with a bilinear form is given. It is 
shown how simplicity of the comtrans algebras is equivalent to non-degenerary of the 
form and simplicity of the ring of scalars. It is also shown that the automorphism 
groups of the formed space (E,/3) and of the comtrans algebras CT(E,fi) and 
CT(E, coincide. The final section is concerned with the problem of recognizing 
when a comtrans algebra is a "form algebra". The answer is given in Theorem 4.1. 
Explanation of Dissertation Format 
The dissertation is written in the alternate dissertation format. Each part rep­
resents a paper which has been submitted to a scholarly journal for publication. A 
general summary is included at the end of this dissertation. Each paper includes 
an individual bibliography. 
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PART I. SIMPLE COMTRANS ALGEBRAS 
Abstract 
Simple comtrans algebras determined by Lie algebras and by pairs of matrices 
axe characterized. The two classes separate, except for the vector triple product 
algebra. 
1. Introduction 
Comtrans algebras were introduced in [5] as part of an answer to a problem in 
differential geometry [1, Problem X.3.9] [4, p.l6]: finding the algebraic structure in 
the tangent bundle that locally determines the coordinate n-ary loop of an (n +1)-
web [2,§3.7]. Loosely speaking, the relationship of comtrans algebras to smooth 
n-loops is analogous to the relationship of Lie algebras to Lie groups. The purpose 
of the current paper is to begin a study of comtrans algebras from a purely algebraic 
point of view, working towards the classification of simple comtrans algebras over 
suitable fields. 
Comtrans algebras are defined in the second section. Three broad classes of 
comtrans algebras are represented by the examples of that section: the comtrans 
algebra CT(A,B) of Example 2.1 furnished by a pair A,B of square matrices, the 
comtrans algebras CT{L) of Example 2.2 given by repeated commutators in a Lie 
algebra L, and the comtrans algebras CT{E, f) of Example 2.3 given by a symmetric 
bilinear form f : E x E —y R. Example 2.3 is of independent interest as showing 
how comtrans algebras furnish an intrinsic algebraisation of a symmetric bilinear 
form, producing the algebra structure directly on the space of definition E of the 
form. (By contrast, other algebraisations of symmetric bilinear forms, such as those 
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given by Jordan algebras or Clifford algebras, require an extension of the underlying 
space.) Nevertheless, this aspect of the CT{E, /) will not be pursued at present. 
Their role here is purely auxiliary to the main topic, which is the identification of 
the simple algebras CT{A,B) and CT{L). Simple comtrans algebras are defined 
in Section 3, which then shows (Theorem 3.2) that the simplicity of a Lie algebra 
L and the simplicity of the corresponding comtrans algebra CT(L) are equivalent. 
The fourth section is devoted to the proof of the characterization Theorem 4.7 
for simple comtrans algebras CT(A,B). The final section shows that the series 
of simple algebras CT{A,B) and CT{L) are distinct, with the exception of the 
comtrans eilgebra given by the vector triple product. 
2. Comtrans Algebras 
Let be a commutative ring with 1. Then a comtrans algebra over iZ is a unital 
R- module E equipped with two tr i l inear  operat ions,  known as  the commutator  
(2.1) [ , , ] : E' E;(x,y,z) [x ,y ,z]  
and the translator  
(2.2) ( ,  ,  )  :  E ' ,{x ,y ,z)h^ {x ,y ,z) ,  
such that the commutator satisfies the le f t  a l ternat ive  ident i ty  
(2.3) [x ,y ,z]  + [y,x ,z]  = 0, 
the translator satisfies the Jacobi  ident i ty  
(2,4) (l, y,  z)  + (j), z ,  + (z, I, y)  = 0, 
and together the commutator and translator satisfy the comtrans ident i ty  
(2.5) [x, y, z]  + [z,  y ,  x]  = {x,  y ,  z)  + (z, y, x) .  
5 
The standard Lie algebra multiplication is the binary commutator [x,y] = xy — yx 
of a bilinear and associative operation (z, y) i-* xy. Similarly, the standard ternary 
comtrans algebra operations are the ternary commutator 
(2.6) [x ,  y ,  z]  = xyz -  yxz 
and translator 
(2.7) (x, y, z)  = xyz -  yzx 
of a trilinear operation 
(2.8) {x,y ,z)  xyz .  
Indeed, over a ring in which 6 is a unit, any comtrans algebra arises &om the 
commutator (2.6) and translator (2.7) of a suitably defined trilinear operation (2.8) 
[5, Prop. 3.3]. The comtrans algebras CT(A,B) arise from a trilinear operation on 
the module of rectangular matrices of given size. 
Example 2.1. Let denote the module of m x n matrices over R. Fix matrices 
A in and B in R^. Then the commutator (2.6) and translator (2.7) of the 
trilinear operation 
(2.9) {X,Y,Z)^XAY'^BZ 
on J2ÎJ, make the underlying JZ-module of a comtrans algebra CT(A,  B) .  
There is also a direct construction of comtrans algebras from Lie algebras (cf. [5, 
Rem. 3.1(ii)]). 
Example 2.2. Let L be a Lie eilgebra over R. Then a comtrans algebra CT{L) 
over R with the same underlying iî-module as L is defined by 
(2.10) [x ,y ,z]  = {x,y ,z)  = [[x,y] ,z] .  
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The comtrans identity is trivial, since the commutator and translator agree. Left 
alternativity of the commutator follows firom the skew syrametry of the Lie algebra 
commutator. The Jacobi identity for the translator reduces to the Jacobi identity 
in the Lie algebra. 
Comtrans algebras of the form CT{L) for abelian Lie algebras L,  i.e. with 
[x, y, z] = (z, y, z) = 0 for x,y,z m L, are described as abelian. If (R^, x) is the 
3-dimensional real Lie algebra given by the "cross" or "vector" product of vectors, 
then the commutator and translator of Cr(R^, x) give the traditional "vector triple 
product" 
(2.11) (x X y) X z = (x • z)y - (y • z)x. 
If Example 2.2 may be viewed as giving one generalization of (2.11) (working from 
the left hand side), then the following gives another (working from the right hand 
side). 
Example 2.3. Let f  :  E  x  E Rhe a,  symmetric bilinear form on an il-module 
E. Then a comtrans algebra CT(E, f) over R with the underlying il-module E is 
defined by 
(2.12) [x, y, z]  = {x,  y, z)  = yf{x ,  z)  -  xf{y,z) .  
Verification of the identities (2.3)-(2.5) is straightforward. 
3. Simple Comtrans and Lie Algebras 
Let J5/ be a comtrans algebra over the commutative ring R with 1. A submodule 
J of (the underlying submodule of) E is said to be an iital, written J < E, if 
for j in J and x,y in E, all of [i,a:,y], {j,x,y) and {y,x,j) lie in J. Given a 
second comtrans algebra D over  R, a comtrans algebra homomorpkism f  :  E  D 
is an JZ-module homomorphism f : E —* D such that [i/,y/, z/] = [a:,y, z]/ and 
(z/, y/, zf) = (x, y, z)f for eiU x,y, z in E. The kernel Kerf of the comtrans algebra 
homomorphism f is the kernel of the iZ-module homomorphism /. 
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Proposition 3.1. A submodule J of a comtrans algebra, E is an ideal ofE if and 
only if it is the kernel of a comtrans algebra bomomorpbism with domain E. 
Proof ,  Let f  :  E  D he a  comtrans algebra homomorphism. Consider x,y  £  E 
and j G Kerf. Then \j,x,y]f = \jf,xf,yf] = [0,xf,yf] = 0 by the trilinearity 
of the commutator, whence \j,x,y] € Kerf. Similarly {j,x,y),{y,x,j) E Kerf, so 
that  Kerf  < E.  
Conversely, for 7 < ^, let / : ^  • E/J;x  i-* x  + J he the projection onto the 
quotient module. Define 
(3.1) [ , , ] : (E/Jf  -+ E/J- , (x  + J,y  + J,z  + J)  w [x ,y ,z]  + J 
and 
(3.2) ( , , ) :{E/Jf  -*E/J]{x + J,y  + J,z  + J) t^  {x ,y ,z)  + J.  
The translator (3.2) is well-defined, since for x — x ' ,y  — y ' , z  — z '  £  J ,  one has 
(a: ,  y, z)  -  {x\  y ' ,  z ' )  = {x -  x' ,  y,  z)  + (x ' ,  y -  y' ,  z)  + (i ' ,  y ' ,  z-z ' )  = {x-  x ' ,  y,  z)  -
(y — y',z,x') — {z,x',y — y') + {x',y',z — z') G J. The commutator (3.1) is well-
def ined,  s ince [x ,y ,z]  -  [x' ,y ' , z ' ]  = [x -  x ' ,y ,z]  - t -  [x ' ,y  -  y' ,z]  + [x ' ,y ' , z  -  z']  = 
[x -  x' ,y ,z]  -  [y -  y ' ,x 'z]  -  [z -  z' ,y ' ,x ']  + {z  -  z' ,y ' ,x ' )  + {x ' ,y \z  -  z')  e  J .  
Together ,  the  commutator  (3.1)  and t ranslator  (3 .2)  augment  the iJ-module EjJ 
to a comtrans algebra such that f : E —* E/J is a comtrans algebra homomorphism 
with J = Kerf .  •  
The comtrans algebra E is said to be simple if it is non-abelian, and if it has no 
proper non- trivial ideals (cf. [3,pp.71,290]). By Proposition 3.1, this implies that 
non-zero comtrans algebra homomorphisms with domain E inject. One of the first 
research programmes in the abstract algebraic study of comtrans algebras is the 
classification of the simple algebras. The present paper is intended to begin such 
a classification. Theorem 3.2 below shows that the construction of Example 2.2 
I  
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sets up a correspondence between simple Lie algebras and certain simple comtrans 
algebras. Let i2-Lie denote the category of Lie algebras over R. Let J2-CT denote 
the category of comtrans algebras over R. Let CT : JZ-Lie —» J2-CT be the functor 
assigning the comtrans algebra CT(L) of Example 2.2 to each object L of il-Lie, 
and with CT{f)  — f  :  CT(L)  —* CT{K) for  each morphism f  :  L  K oi  R-Lie .  
Theorem 3.2. Let L be a Lie algebra over R. Then L is simple if and only if the 
corresponding comtrans algebra CT(L) is simple. 
Proof. By definition, CT(L) is non-abelian if and only if L is non-abelian. Suppose 
that CT{L) is simple, but that the Lie algebra L has a proper non-trivial Lie ideal 
J. Let f : L —* L/J denote the projection onto the quotient Lie algebra. Then 
CT(f) is a non-zero, non-injective comtrans algebra homomdrphism with domain 
CT(L), contradicting the simplicity of CT{L). Conversely, suppose that the Lie 
algebra L is simple, so that [L, L] = L. Let J be an ideal of the comtrans algebra 
n 
CT(L).  Consider j  £  J  and x G L = [L,L],  say x = ^ 0!i[a:i, j/,] with a,- € R and 
i=l 
n n n 
Xi,yi  e  L.  Then [x , j]  = = I] ; / (] , ;]  = oci{xi ,y i , j )  e  J ,  
1=1 :=1 i=l 
so that  [Xi, J] Ç J and the submodule J of L is a Lie ideal of L. Since L is simple, 
it follows that CT{L) is simple. • 
4. Simple CT(A,  B)  
The aim of this section is to present a simplicity criterion, namely (4.3), for the 
comtrans algebras  CT{A,B) of  Example 2.1.  Fix square matr ices  A in  and B 
in J2J^. The underlying module of CT{A,B) is the module R^ of m x n rectangular 
matrices. This module has endomorphisms 
(4.1) R(A) :R^-* R';^- ,X *-^XA 
and 
(4.2) LiB):R^-^R:i,',X^BX. 
I 
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Proposition 4.1. The intersections KerR(A)r]KerR(A'^) andKerL{B)r\KerL{B^) 
are  ideals  of  CT{A,  B) .  
Proof. Set P = KerR{A) D KerR^A"^) ,  a submodule of R^.  Consider J € P and 
X,Y e R^. Then {J,X,Y) = JAX^BY - XAY^BJ = -XAY^BJ, so that 
{J,X,Y)R(A) = ^XAY'^BJA = 0 and {J,X,Y)R{A'^) = -XAY^BJÀ^ = 0, 
whence {J,X,Y)  € P.  Similar ly  {Y,X,  J)  = YAX'^BJ-XAJ'^BY = YAX'^BJ-
X{JA^YBY = YAX'^BJ, so that {Y,X,J)R{A) = {Y,X,J)R{A^) = 0 and 
{Y,X,J)  G P. Final ly  [J ,X,Y] = JAX'^BY -  XAJ'^BY = 0 G P.  Thus P < 
CT(A,B) .  
Now let Q be the submodule KerL(B) fl KerL{B'^)  of iîJJ,. Consider J Ç. Q 
and X,Y e R^. Then {J,X,Y) = JAX'^BY - XAY'^BJ = JAX'^BY, so 
that {J,X,Y)L(B) = BJAX'^BY = 0 and = B'^JAX'^BY = 0, 
whence {J,X,Y)  € Q. Also (F.X, J)  = YAX^BJ-XAJ'^BY = -XA{B'^J) '^Y = 
0 G Q. Finally [y,%, J] = YAX^BJ - XAY'^BJ = 0. Then by the com-
trajis identity, [J,X,Y] = (J,X,y) + {Y,X,J) - [Y,X,J] = {J,X,Y) G Q. Thus 
Q<Cr(A,5) .  •  
Proposition 4.2. If CT(A,  B)  is  s imple,  then:  
.  .  KerR{A) H KerRiA"^)  = KerL(B) CI KerL{B'^)  = {0}, 1 
^ ' R is a Êeld, and nm >1. J 
Proof. By Proposition 4.1, the intersections are ideals. In a simple CT{A^B),  if 
either of the intersections were non-zero, then it would form all of CT{A,B). But 
then CT{A, B) would be abelian, contrary to the assumption. 
If the ring R has an ideal J, then D CT(A,  B)  < CT(A,B) ,  whence is {0} 
or R^ and I is {0} or R. The ring R is non-zero, since CT(A, B) is non- abelian. 
Thus i2 is a field. Finally, CT{A,B) is abelian if nm = 1. • 
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The rest of this section is devoted to a proof of the converse of Proposition 
4.2. It thus proceeds under (4.3) as a general hypothesis. Let A = [a,j]„xn and 
B = I6,j]mxm. By Hypothesis (4.3), 
(4.4) 31 < 5 < n. 31 < t < n. o,* ^ 0 
and 
(4.5) 31 < u < m. 31 < u < m. i=- 0. 
For indices 1 < p < m and 1 < ç < n, the mxn matrix whose only non-zero entry 
is a 1 in the intersection of the p-th row and the ç-tb column will be denoted by 
Bpç. 
Lemma 4.3. Under Hypothesis (4.3), consider J < CT{A, B). If J H KerR(A) is 
non-zero,  then J  = CT{A,  B) .  
Proof. To begin, it will be shown that 
(4.6) 3 X  € J n  K e r R { A ) .  B ' ^ X  ^ 0. 
Consider a non-zero element y of J D KerR{A).  If BY = 0, then 0 ^ F G 
KerL(B) and (4.3) imply Y ^ KerL{B'^), so Y itself may serve as the X in (4.6). 
m n 
Otherwise, BY = 53 S with some i=- 0. Consider X = {Y,Eus,Ekt)  = 
i=l j=l 
YAEl,BEkt - EusAE^BY = -E^.AE^BY € J (1 A'erJÎ(A). Then B'^X = 
m n 
— ^ buiaat^kjEi j  ^ 0, since the entry in the u-th row and the l - th  column is 
i=l j=l 
—huvO-atPkh which is non-zero by (4.5) and (4.4). This verifies (4.6). 
Now fix an element X as in (4.6). Note that AX^B ^ 0, for otherwise 0 ^ 
m n 
B'^X g iiferJ2(i4,^)nii£reriî(A), in contradiction to (4.3). Let ^ ^ ocijEij 
i=l j=\ 
with Oki 7^ 0. For 1 < p < m and 1 < g < n, one then has —a'^i[X,EpkiEiq] = 
-ai;^XAEjkBEig + a'^ lE^kAX'^BEiq = € J ,  whence J  = CT{A,  B) .  •  
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Lemma 4.4. Under Hypothesis (4.3), consider J < CT{A, B). If J n KerL(B) is 
non-zero,  then J  = CT(A,  B) .  
Proof. Define a new commutator 
(4.7) [X, y,zr = [Z,  r, X] + {Y,  Z ,  X)  
and a new translator 
(4.8) {X,Y,Zr = -{X,Z,Y)  
on CT{A,  B) .  Under these operations, the vector space becomes a comtrans 
algebra CT(A, By. A subspace J of is an ideal of CT{A, B) if and only if it is an 
ideal of CT(A,By. (The algebras CT(A,B) and CT{A,BY are "term equivalent" 
in the sense of universal algebra, and thus have the same congruence relations [6, 
p.13].) The comtrans algebras CT{A,BY and CT{B'^,A'^) are isomorphic under 
matrix transposition. (Thus CT{A,B) and CT{B'^,A'^) are "equivalent" [6, p.l3].) 
Lemma 4.4 for CT{A, B) then follows from Lemma 4.3 applied to CT{B^, AF). • 
Lemma 4.5. Under Hypothesis (4.3), suppose that CT{A, B) contains a non-zero 
ideal J such that 
(4.9) J n KerR(A) = Jn KerL(B) = {0}. 
Then A has rank n. 
Proof. Suppose 0 ^ [ci... c»] and [ci... c„]A = 0 for [ci... c„] G i2". Then 
(4.10) VX e J, AX'^B = 0. 
m n 
For if not, say AX^B = 12 IC with some a^i ^ 0 and X 6 J, one would 
I  
12 
have the contradiction 
n 
0 f ockiCjEij 
i=i 
n 
= -Y^cjEikAX^BEij  
i=i 
n n 
= ^ cjEi jAETkBX -  ^  cjEikAX'^BEij  
i=i i=i 
n 
J=1 
= {0}-
Now consider a non-zero element Y of J.  Since J C\KerL{B) = {0}, the product 
m n 
BY = 2 S has a non-zero entry /?*/. Let X = {Eu»,Ekt ,Y) ,  an element of 
<=i i=i 
J. By (4.10), X = EusAE^BY - EktAY'^BE^, = EusAE^BY = a.t^kjEuj, 
i=i 
n 
which is non-zero by (4.4). By (4.9), 0 ^  XA — 'YjEuj ,  say with y h ^ 0. 
i=i 
Then J contains [X^Euh^Evt]  = XAE'^f^BE^t  — Ey^h-AX'^BE^t  = XAE^f^BE^-t  = 
"YhKvEuti where (4.10) is used in the second equality. By (4.5) and the hypothesis 
(4.3) that i2 is a field, it follows that J contains Eut- But by (4.4) and (4.5), the 
entry in the intersection of the a-th row and the v-th column of AE^^B is non-zero, 
which contradicts (4.10). Thus A must have full rank n. • 
Lemma 4.6. Under Hypothesis (4.3), suppose that CT(A,B) contains a non-zero 
ideal  J  sat is fy ing (4.9) .  Then J  ^  KeTL{B'^) .  
Proof. Consider a non-zero element y of J. If B'^Y ^ 0, the result already holds. 
m n 
Otherwise, Y'^B = 0, while by (4.9) the product BY = ^ X) PijEi j  has a non-zero 
t=i j=i 
entry ^kl-  By Lemma 4.5, the matrix A is invertible. Let X = (EuiA~^,Eki ,Y},  
an element  of  J.  Then X = EuiA~^AE^iBY — EkiAY^BEuiA~^ = E^iEj^^BY = 
s ^kjEuj, and B'^X = ^ Ki^kjEij. By (4.5), the entry of B'^X in the j=l i=l j=l 
intersection of the v-th row and the l-tb column is non-zero. • 
Theorem 4.7. A comtrans algebra CT{A, B) Is simple if and only if Criterion 
(4.3) holds. 
Proof. The necessity of (4.3) for simplicity was given by Proposition 4.2. Conversely, 
suppose that CT(A,B) satisfies (4.3). Let J be a non-zero ideal of CT(A,B). If 
J violates (4.9), it is improper by Lemma 4.3 or Lemma 4.4. Suppose J satisfies 
(4.9) and n > 1. By Lemma 4.5, the matrix A is invertible. By Lemma 4.6, there 
m n 
is an element X in J such that B'^X = has a non-zero entry ^ki-  For 
i=l j=l 
p e m} and g e — {I}, one has 
Epg = ^^, 'EpiX'^BEkç 
= /3k 'XAiEp,A- ' fBEkg -  l3]; i 'Ej , iA- 'AEl ,BX 
- l3J^i'XA(Ep,A-' fBEkg + l3;; , 'Ep,A-UX'^BEkg 
= l3j; , ' {X,EpiA-\Ekç)  -  ^û '[^ ,Ep,A-\Ekg] G J .  
Now fix A E — {/}. Then Euh is an element of J such that B'^E^h = 
m n 
52 <^ijEi j  has an entry = 6uv which is non-zero by (4.5). For p E m},  
i=l j=l 
it then follows as above that Epi = a~^ {E^h, EphA~^, Evi) -a~l [E^h, EphA~^, Evi] € 
J. Thus all the Epq lie in J, and J is improper. If J satisfies (4.9) and n = 1, then 
m > 1 by (4.3). Consider the algebra CT(B^, A^), which also satisfies (4.3). Then 
is a non-zero ideal of CT(B'^yA^) satisfying (4.9). The preceding argument 
shows that  is  improper  in  CT{B^,A^) ,  so J is  improper  in  CT{A,B).  •  
5. Separating Simple CT(A,B) and CT{L) 
The aim of this section is to show that, with essentially a single exception, the 
simple comtrans algebras CT{L) given by Theorem 3.2 and CT{A,B) given by 
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Theorem 4.7 are distinct. The critical feature of all CT{L) is the agreement between 
their commutators and translators. The first result identifies all CT(A, B) having 
such agreement, showing that they arise from a symmetric bilinear form according 
to Example 2.3. (Note that the abelian case is trivial.) 
Proposition 5.1. Let A be annxn matrix and B anmxm matrix over a commu­
tative ring R with 1, such that the comtrans algebra CT(A,B) is non-abelian, but 
vfdtb equal  cozmnutator  and translator .  Then n  = 1,  and CT(A,B)  = CT(I i^ ,  f )  
for the symmetric bilinear form 
(5.1) f - .El  xE'^;  (X,  V)  ^  -AX^BV.  
Proof. Since CT{A,  B)  is non-abelian, the matrix A has an entry a,y and the matrix 
B has an entry such that ^ 0. For 1 < p < m and 1 < ç < n, let Epq 
denote the m x n  matrix whose only non-zero entry is a 1 in the intersection of the 
p-th row £ind the ç-th column. If n were bigger than 1, then for j' ^ j, 1 < j' < n, 
the entry of [Ekj,Eu,Eij>] - {Ekj,Eij,Eiji) = EuAEjyBEkj - EuAEjjBEij' in 
the intersection of the first row and the j'-th. column, namely —Cijbki, would be 
non-zero, contradicting the equality of the commutator and the translator. Thus 
n = 1 and vl is a scalar. If the bilinear form / of (5.1) were asymmetric, say with 
Abki 7^ Abik for some entry of B, then the first entry of the column vector 
[Eki,Eii,Eii] — {Eki,Eii,Eii) = EiiAEj^BEki — EnAEj^BEn, namely Abik — 
Abki, would be non-zero, again contradicting the equality of the commutator and 
the translator. Thus the form / and the mxm matrix AB are symmetric. By (2.12) 
and (5.1) ,  the  commutator  in  CT{Rl„f)  is  [X,Y,Z] = -YAX'^BZ + XAY'^BZ,  
which agrees  with the commutator  in  CT{A,  B) .  •  
Over an algebraically closed field of characteristic zero, the series CT{A,B) and 
CT(L) of simple comtrans algebras may now be separated, with the 3-dimensional 
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exception of the analogue of the vector triple product (2.11), i.e. CT(L) for the 
simple Lie algebra L of type Ai or CT(A, B) for the matrices A = Ii and B = —I3. 
Theorem 5.2. Let R be an algebraically closed £eld of diaracteristic zero. Then 
no simple comtrans algebra over R whose underlying vector space has dimension 
bigger than 3 can simultaneously be of the forms CT(A, B) for matrices A, B and 
CT(L) for a Lie algebra L over R. 
Proof. Suppose that a simple comtrans algebra of dimension bigger than 3 is si­
multaneously of the forms CT{A, B) and CT{L). As a CT(L), its commutator and 
translator agree. By Proposition 5.1, the commutator is then given by (2.12) for a 
suitable symmetric bilinear form / on the underlying vector space. On the other 
hand, the Killing-Cartan classification of simple Lie algebras over R [3, Ch. IV] 
associates an indecomposable simple root system with L [3, Th IV.4]. 
Since dirriRL > 3, there is a pair a, /3 of distinct simple roots with (a, /3) ^ 0 
[3, §§IV. 6-6]. From the corresponding root spaces L±a,L^, pick non-zero elements 
Gq g La, e-a e L-a, and G Lp. Let the a-string of roots containing P be 
P — ra,...,P + qa [3, IV (18)]. Now by (2.12) and [3, IV (20)], ea/(e^,e_a) -
e^/(e«,e_a) = [e^,ea,e_«] = -\q{r + l){a,oc)ep, whence /(ea,e_<») = |g(r+ 
l)(a,a). But by (2.12) and [3, IV (21)], e-af(e^,ea) - epf{e-a,ea) = 
[e^,e_a,ea] = -\{q- 'r  \ )r{a,a)ep,  whence f{e -a, to) = |(ç-f l)r(a:,a). The 
synametry of  the form /  (together  with the non-zero weight  on a)  then gives  q — r ,  
which leads via  2(a ,  a)  = r—q [3 ,  TV (18)]  to  the contradict ion (a ,  /3)  = 0.  •  
I  
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PART II. REPRESENTATION THEORY 
OF COMTRANS ALGEBRAS 
Abstract 
Representations of a comtrans algebra axe equivalent to representations of an 
associative universal enveloping algebra. The structure of the universal enveloping 
algebra is described. 
1. Introduction 
A comtrans algebra E over a commutative ring R with 1 is an il-module E 
equipped with two trilinear operations, called the commutator 
(1.1) [ ,  , ] : E ^  ^  E ]  { x , y , z ) y - ^ [ x , y , z ]  
and the translator 
(1.2) {  ,  ,  )  :  E^-y  E;  {x ,y ,z) ,  
such that the commutator satisfies le f t  a l temativi ty  
(1.3) [x ,y ,z]- \r[y ,x ,z]  = Q, 
the translator satisfies the Jacobi identity 
(1.4) {x,y ,z)  + {y,z ,x)  + {z ,x ,y)=Q, 
and together the commutator and translator satisfy the comtrans identity. 
(1.5) [x, y,  z]  + [z,  y ,  x] = {x,  y ,  z)  + {z ,  y ,  x) .  
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Comtrans algebras were introduced in [9] as part of the solution to a problem in 
differential geometry [1, Problem X.3.9][5, p. 16]: finding the algebraic structure in 
the tangent bundle that locally determines the coordinate n-ary loop of an (n +1)-
web [2,§3.7]. Roughly speaking, the relationship of comtrans algebras to smooth 
3-loops is analogous to the relationship of Lie algebras to Lie groups. 
This paper is part of a program (cf. [6]) beginning an abstract algebraic study of 
comtrans algebras. The purpose here is to establish the framework for the repre­
sentation theory of comtrans algebras. The categorical concept of abelian groups in 
the comma category of comtrans algebras over a given comtrans algebra E furnishes 
the basic definition of ^-modules. Using centrality theory from the universal alge­
braic field of Mal'cev varieties (cf.[7]), a more elementary description of ^-modules 
is given in Theorem 2.9. In passing, the second section also discusses some of the 
details of centrality as they apply to comtrans algebras. The third section, leading 
up to Theorem 3.10, shows how the representation theory of a comtrans algebra 
E is equivalent to the representation theory of an associative universal enveloping 
algebra Me of E. The fourth section is devoted to the proof of Theorem 4.5, which 
identifies the universal enveloping algebra of a comtrans algebra E over a field as 
the tensor  a lgebra over  (E A E)  ® (E ® E)  ® (E ® E).  
2. Centrality 
In the representation theory of algebras of various types, centrality plays an 
important role (often taken for granted): a module for an algebra E may be defined 
via an extension algebra with a self-centralizing congruence furnishing the algebra 
E as a. quotient (cf.[8,3.1]). Centrality as applied to comtrans algebras will be 
described in this section, and related to the representation theory. The fundamental 
concept in centrality theory is the centralization of one congruence by another. 
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Definition 2.1. [7, 211]. Let E be an algebra. Let ^,7 be congruences on £/, and 
let (7(/0) be a congruence on p. Then 7 is said to centralize /? by means of the 
centreing congruence (7I/S) iff the following conditions are satisfied: 
Conditions (RR), (RS), and (RT) respectively are known as respect for the ref lex-
ivity, symmetry, and transitivity of /3. (C2) is called respect for equivalence. The 
general conditions of Definition 2.1 reduce considerably for comtrans algebras. 
Proposition 2.2. Let E be a comtrans algebra over a commutative ring with 
identity, and let 7 and ^ he congruences on E. Then 7 centralizes /3 iff for every 
b € O^, c € O"* and z ^ E, the following conditions are satisfied: 
(CO): (a;,y)(7|^)(x',y') =• a;7x'. 
(CI): V(®,y) G /3, tt" : (r, —• x"*; (a:',y') x' byects. 
(C2): The following three conditions are satisfied: 
(RR): V(a:,y)G7, (z,a:)(7|^)(y,y); 
(RS): (a;,y)(7|/?)(œ',y') => (î/,®)(7l^)(î/'.®'); 
(RT): (x ,y)( j \^)(x ' ,y ' )  and iy ,z)( l f \ /3)(y ' , z ' )  => (x ,z)(qf \^){x ' ,z ' ) .  
(2.1) [6, c,  z]  — 0; 
(2.2) {b,c ,z)  =0;  
(2.3) {z ,  c ,  b)  = 0; 
(2.4) {c,b,z)  = 0 ;  
(2.5) h J — 0» 
Proof. We first claim that if (2.1) - (2.5) are true, then for any permutation 
(X, Y, Z) of (Of, Of, E), we have [X, Y, Z] = {X, Y, Z) = 0. 
This is true because of the identities: 
[c,6,z] = -[b,c ,z]  = 0; 
[z ,  c ,  b] = -[Ô, c, z]  + {b,  c ,  z )  + {z ,  c ,  b)  = 0; 
[c,z,6] = - \z ,c ,h]  = 0; 
[z ,  b ,  c]  = -[c, b,  z]  + {z ,  b ,  c)  + (c, 6, z)  = 0; 
{b,z ,c)  = -{z ,c ,b)  -  {c,b,z)  = 0; 
(c, z ,  b)  = -{z ,  b,  c) - (6, c, z) = 0. 
If 7 centralizes then V6 6 0^, Vc 6 0"^, Vz € E, we have: 
whence [6, c, z] = 0. Equations (2.2) - (2.5) are derived similarly. 
We now suppose that (2.1)-(2.5) are true. We define a relation 7/ on /3 by 
(x,y)T}(z,t) ifFx — y = z — <€0^ and x — z = y —tÇ.O''. It is easy to check 
that 7/ is an equivalence relation on /3. To prove that 77 preserves addition and 
scalar multiplication is straight-forward. To see that 77 is a congruence on we 
only need to see that it preserves the operations of commutator and translator 
on p.  Suppose ix i ,y i )r}{zi , t i )  for  1 < i  < 3.  Since /?  i s  a  congruence on E, 
we have [xi,x2,x3] - [7/1,1/2,1/3] 6 0^ and [zi,z2,z3] - [(1,(2,(3] € 0'*. Similarly, 
[X1,X2,X3]-[Z1,Z2,Z3] € 0'^ and [l/i,3/2,1/3]-[(1,(2,(3] 6 0^. Now [n -yi,®2,®3]-
[zi—(1,^2,^3]  =  [xi—yi ,X2,X3] — [z i—t\ ,X2iX3\-]r[z i—t\ ,X2—Z2,X3\- \ -[z i—ti ,Z2,X3 — 
Z3] = 0, since — yi = zi — (1, zj — (1 6 0^, Z2 — zg G 0''' and X3 — Z3 Ç. 0"*. The 
equations [yi, ^ 2 -1/2,Z3]- [(1, Z2 -(2, ^ ^3] = 0 and [yi, 3/2,3:3-7/3]-[(1, (2, Z3 -(3] = 0 
(6,0) (7/3) (6,0) 
(c,c) (7/3) (0,0) 
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are proved similarly. Then [xi,»2,a;3] - [yi» 1/2,1/3] - [^1,^2,^3] + [<i,<2,<3] = [«i -
î/l,®2,®3] — [^1 — + [yi,X2 — 3/2,3:3] — [*1,^2 — (2,^3] + [yi,y2,®3 — 1/3] — 
[<1,<2,^3 -<3] = 0, so that ([zi,Z2,3:3],[m,y2,y3])?(ki,^2,^^3],[^1,^2,(3]). Similarly 
{{xi,X2,Xi), (yi,y2,î/3»»7((«i,-?2,23), (<i,*2,<3))- Therefore is a congruence on /3. 
To prove that rj satisfies (CO)- (C2) is straightforward. Thus 7 centralizes ^ by 
means of the centreing congruence r j .  •  
A variety of algebras E is called a Mal'cev variety if there is a derived operation 
P, the Mal'cev parallelogram, satisfying the identities 
(œ, y, y)P = x = (y,  y ,  x)P.  
For comtrans algebras, one may take (x ,y ,z)P = x — y  + z .  Given a congruence 
7 on an algebra JS in a Mal'cev variety, there is a unique maximal congruence /3 
centralized by 7 [7,228]. If 7 is the largest congruence E x E on this maximal 
centralized congruence ^ is called the center congruence Ci^) of The center 
congruence of a comtrans algebra may be characterized quite simply. 
Proposition 2.3. Let E be a comtrans algebra, and let 
P = y) 6 E X ElVzi 6 E, [x - y,zi,z2] = 0 and 
{x — y ,z i ,z2)  = 0 and 
{z2,z i ,x-y}  = 0}.  
Then ^ is the center congruence on E. 
Proof. First note that if (x ,  y)  6 /?, say with x—y = zi ,  then for Z2,Z3 Ç E and a per­
mutation TT G {1,2,3}!, we have [zi,r,Z2%,Z3,r] = (^i«^,Z2,r,-zs,) = 0. This is easy to 
check by using the identities for comtrans algebras. The set j8 is clearly an i2-module 
congruence on E. If (®,-,y<) €  ^for i = 1,2,3, then ([a:i,X2,®3],[yi,y2,y3]) G 13, 
and ((zi,z2,a;3>,(yi,y2,y3>) G 13, since [11,2:2,2:3] - [yi,y2,y3] = [a:i -yi,X2,X3] + 
I 
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[yi,X2-y2,X3\+[yi,y2,X3-y3] = 0 and similarly {xi,x2,x3)-{yi,y2,y3) = 0. Thus 
jd is a comtrans algebra congruence on E. By Proposition 2.2, E x E centralizes p. 
Finally, we claim that yd is the maximal congruence which is centralized hy E x E. 
Suppose P' is a congruence on E centralized hy E x E. For (x,y) G fi', we have 
x-y e 0^'. By Prop. 2.2, [x - y, zi.zg] = {x - y, zi,z2> = {z2,zi,z - y) = 0 for 
aR zi,z2 € E. This implies that (x,y) E hence /?' < Thus /? is the center 
congruence on E. • 
The specification of the center congruence given in Proposition 2.3 will motivate 
the description of the universal enveloping algebra in subsequent sections. 
For a commutative ring R with 1, recall that an i2-module A is a set ^4 with 
maps 0 : {1} = >1° —+ A, — : A A, + : A^ A, and A : A —» A (A G i2) 
such that various identities are satisfied. These identities may be expressed as the 
conmiuting of certain diagrams in the category set of sets. 
The most general definition of module available is that of an "abelian group in 
the conmia category over an object" [4, p.5.15]. Since this definition provides the 
basic conceptual framework for the representation theory of comtrans algebras, we 
will give an appropriate version of the definition. 
Definition 2.4. Let i2-CT (or just CT) be the category of comtrans algebras 
over a commutative ring R with 1. Let E he a member of i2-CT. The comma 
category R-CT/E (or just CT/JS7) of comtrans algebras over E has as objects CT 
morphisms C E, and as morphisms (denoted (C E) —* (C^ —> E) or more 
briefly C -* C^) CT-morphisms f : C such that the diagram 
/ : C ^ 
i 1 
E > E 
1b 
commutes. (Cf. [8, 3.1].) 
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Remark 2.5. There are finite products in CT/E. The product oî iri : Ai E and 
ir2 : A2 E is given by the puUback [3, §21] 
Ai X E A2 • A2 
i 1" 
Ai > E 
i.e. Ai X eA2 = {(01,02) G Ai X with Ai X eA2—^ E; (01,02) *-* 
oiTTi = ogTTg. The empty product is the terminal object of CT/E, the object to 
which there is a morphism from each object in the category. This is the identity 
morphism 1e : E E, for from any comtrans algebra tt : C E over E the 
CT-morphism tt : C —> is a CT/E-morphism. 
Definition 2.6. An ^-module is an iZ-module in CT/E, i.e. an object A—*Eo£ 
CT/E equipped with CT/fJ-morphisms Oe : E -* A, — : A—* A, + : AxeA —> A, 
and X : A—* A (for X G R) such that the JZ-module identity diagrams commute. An 
E-morphùm or E-module morphism f :  A —* B between E- modules is a CT /E-
morphism such that +/ = (/ Xe f)+, —f = , OeI = Oe, and Xf = fX (for 
A € R). The category A ® CT/E of E-modules has ^-modules as its objects and 
^-morphisms between them as its morphisms. 
The relationship between representation theory and centrality may now be pre­
sented. Specifically, there is an equivalence between £7-modules and self-centralizing 
congruences furnishing E as a. quotient. This relationship holds generally in the 
context of Mal'cev varieties. It was described in detail [8, 3.1] in the context of 
quasigroups. Since the details there carry over, the results below, formulated for 
comtrans algebras, are stated without proof. 
Proposition 2.7. Let a be the kernel of the CT-morphism A —* E famished 
by an E-module A —* E. Let (a|a) be the kernel of the subtraction morphism 
— : A Xe A A. Then (aja) is the (unique) centreing congruence by which a 
centralizes itself. • 
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Corollary 2.8. (a.) For a, a' in A with aaa', (o^O e, a)(a|a)(a', a + a'). 
(b) A®CT/E is a full subcategory of CT/E, i.e. every CT/E-morpbism between 
E-modules is a E-morphism. • 
Theorem 2.9. Let A —* E be an E-module. Then A -* E is an epimorphism in 
CT, say with kernel congruence a. Identifying A° with E via the natural isomor­
phism, the CT/E-objects 
and A E are isomorphic. Conversely, if a comtrans algebra A has a self-
centralizing congruence a for which the quotient A'* is (identi&ed via a natural 
isomorphism with) E, then (2.6) is an E-module. • 
The aim of this section is to present the key result showing how the representation 
theory of a comtrans algebra E is equivalent to the representation theory of an 
associative universal enveloping algebra Me. Let E he a comtrans algebra over a 
commutative ring R. For {x,y) E E x E, there are three i2-module endomorphisms 
defined as follows: 
(2.6) £,("1") -, A'SE-, w a' 
3. Comtrans modules and enveloping algebras 
(3.1) K(x ,y ) :  EE]  e>-*  [e ,x ,y] - ,  
(3.2) R(x ,  y ) :  E  E]  e  t -*  {e ,x ,  y ) ;  
(3.3) L{x ,y )  :  E -> E; e {y ,x ,e ) .  
Let M e be the subalgebra of the module endomorphism algebra EndnE generated 
by {K(x,y), R{x,y), L{x,y)\x,y 6 E}. The algebra Me is called the enveloping 
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algebra of E. (The choice of (3.1)-(3.3) is motivated by Proposition 2.3.) The 
typical element of Me may be written as 
m  
(3.4) ^ ] n(^il(^:l) yil) • • • C'inj (®if»,-> î/in,-) 
i=l 
with rj e R, with Xij,yij 6 E, and with Cij(xij,yij) 6 {if(®ij,î/o), 
L ( x i j ,  V i j ) } -  A product Ci (®i, yi )... C„(x„, y„) will also be abbreviated as 
C[(®1>yi)> • • • » (®n,yn)] or C[..., (x„, y„)] or C. For e in E and C in Me, there is 
then a comtrans word Wc such that eC[(xi,yi),... (x„, j/„)] = Wc(e, xi, yi,..., Xn, Vn)-
Inductively, one has Wi{e) = e, WcK(x„+i,y„+i){e,xi,yi,... ,Xn,yn,Xn+i,yn+i) 
[Wc(fi> yi> • • • » yn)) ®n+l) !/n+l]> ^ Ciî(in+iiVn+i) ®1> !/!>"•' > 
®n> yn> ®n+l » î/n+1 ) ~ (^^c(®j y**); ®n+l> î/n+l)> and 
^CL(x„+i,y„+i)(®> ®1> yi> • • • J ®n> yn> ®n+l> yn+l) 
= (yn+i,«n+i,Vrc(e,Zi,yi,...,a:„,yn)). A CT-epimorphism f : E F induces 
an associative algebra epimorphism 
(3.5) M g  : M e -> M p ]  C[..., (x„, y„)] i-» C[..., (x„^, y„0)]. 
The enveloping algebra construction thus leads to a functor M .  from the category 
of comtrans algebra epimorphisms to the category of associative algebras. Unfor­
tunately, the functor M. does not extend to a functor from the full category CT 
of comtrans algebras and comtrans homomorphisms to the category of associative 
algebras. 
Example 3.1. Over a field 0, take E = and F = $e © $/' with [e,/',/'] = 
—(/',e,/') = (e,/',/') = —{/',e,/') = e and the other basic commutators and 
translators being zero. Take 6 as the linear mapping 
9 : E - ^ F ]  f .  
I 
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Note 0 is a comtrans morphism, and K(f , f )  =  0, but K{f , f )mq = K(f ' , f ' )  ^  0. 
Thus M. is not a functor from the category $-CT to the category of associative 
$-aIgebras. • 
To overcome this failure, one may assign an Jî-algebra Me to E such that Me 
is a quotient of Afg, and such that the assignment M. from the category R-CT to 
the category of i2-algebras is functorial. 
For an object E of R-CT, let E[X\ be the coproduct in iî-CT of E with the 
free comtrans algebra {X) on the singleton {%}. (Note that iî-CT is cocomplete 
[3, 32.14].) 
The following diagram commutes: 
E —^  E[X]  {X)  X  
4 1" 1 
E' > E' i E' é 
If!/ IE' 
Note IE embeds E.  One may thus identify E with its image E ie in ^[X] .  The uni­
versa l  enve lop ing  a lgebra  M e  of  E i s  then  def ined  to  be  the  suba lgebra  of  EndRE[X]  
generated by {K{x,y),R{x,y),L{x,y)\x,y G E}. 1£ 6 : E F is a, comtrans mor­
phism, define Me : Me —> Mp by (3.5) and linearity. 
Proposition 3.2. The assignment M. gives a functor from R-CT to the category 
of R-algebraa. 
Proof. Given a comtrans morphism 6 : E —* F,it must be shown that Me :  M e —> 
Mp is a well-defined JZ-algebra homomorphism. To see that Me is well-defined, 
m m' m m' 
suppose that ^ rgQ = ^ r' C'- in Me- Then X ^ = -X" ]£) r' Cl- implies 
i= i  j = l  i= l  j = i  
m m '  m  
ïi r iWci iX , . . . )  =  ii r ' jWc '  (X , . . .  ). For / 6 F[X\ ,  one then has / £ riCiMe = i= i  i= i  '  i = l  
m m m 
/  £  riCi[ (x i i9 ,  y i i9 ) ,  . . . ]=%] r ,Wc. ( / ,  ynO, . . . )  =  £  ViWdiX, . . .  ) (e*{X »-> 
i=l i=l i=l 
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771 m - t i t  
/ ) )  =  Z r ' j W c 'XX,. . . ) ie* i X  ^  /)) = f Z r ' j C ' j M e ,  so that Z ^ i C i M e  = 
;=1 ' i=l :=1 
r'jC'jMe, and Mg is well-defined. The remaining verifications are straightfor-
3=1 
ward. • 
The first result connecting representations of E and of Me shows that ^-modules 
furnish Mg-modules. 
Proposition 3.3. Let A—^Ebean E-module. Then the kernel V = 7r~^(0) of t t  
is a light me-module. 
Proof. Since the diagram 
E —^ A 
E *• E 
1E 
commutes, Oe embeds E. One may thus identify E with its image EOe in A. 
Moreover, one can identify Me with Meob Ma- For a,b E A, one has VC(a, b) Ç 
V, so VMa Ç V. Hence VMe Q V, and V becomes a right Mg-module. • 
Conversely, given an Mg-module, a corresponding ^-module will be built. To 
begin, note the identity 
(3.6) K{x ,  y )  +  K{y ,  x )  -  R{x ,  y )  - i2(y, ®) - L{x ,  y )  -  L{y ,  x )  =  0  
connecting (3,l)-(3.3), which follows from [z ,x ,y]  +  [z ,y ,x]  — {z ,x ,y )  — {z ,y ,x )  — 
{y, x,  z )  -  (a:, y, z) = [z, x, y] + [z, y, x] - [z, x, y] - [y, x, z] - [z, y, x] - [x, y, z] = 0. 
Let Mg-Mod denote the category of right Mg-modules. 
Proposition 3.4. For V G Mf;-Mod, there is a comtraas algebra V 13 E over R 
with underlying set V x E such that: 
(a) (ui,ei) + (u2,e2) = (vi +U2,ei +62); 
1 
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(b) r(u, e)  =  (rv ,  re )  for  r  €  R;  
(c) [(('I,Gi),(og,62),(^3,63)] = (v iK{e2 ,e3)—V2K{ei ,e3)—V3K(e2 ,e i )+V3L(e2 ,e i )+ 
U3i2(e2, ei), [61,62,63]); 
(d) ((ui,ei),(u2>e2),(u3,e3)) = (uii2(e2,e3)—U2-R(e3>ei)—t;2i(ei,e3)+W3Z(62,ei), 
(61,62,63)). 
Proof. Clearly V • £7 is an il-module. We verify that V H E satisfies the iden­
tities for a comtrans algebra. For the left altemativity, [(«1,61),(«2,62), («3,63)] + 
[(^2,62), (wi, 61), («3,63)] = {yi{K{e2i 63) —•K'(e2j e3))+U2(—•K'Ceij e3)+-fir(ei, 63)) + 
V3{—K{e2,61 ) — K{ei, 62) + i2(e2, ei) + R{e\,62) + Z(62,61) 4-L{ei, 62), [ei, 62,63] + 
[62.61.63]) = (0,0) by (3.6). For the Jacobi identity, ((«1,61), (t;2,62), («3,63)) + 
((«2,62),(U3,63),(vi,61)) + ((U3,63),(vi,ei),(U2,62)) = (ui(i2(e2,63) - ^(62,63) + 
-['(63,62)—L{e3,62))+V2{R{ez, 61 )—iî(e3,61 ) -f-X(ei, 63 )—L(6i, 63 ))+«3(1/(62,61 ) — 
^(62 ,61)  +  ^ (61 ,62)  — i2 (e i ,  62) ) ,  (61 ,62 ,63)  +  (62 ,63 ,61)  +  (63 ,61 ,62) )  =  (0 ,0 ) .  
For the comtrans identity, [(«i,61),(«2,62),("3,63)] + [(«3,63),(«2,62),(«1,61)] -
((ui,61),(«2,62), (U3,63)) - ((V3,63), (V2,62),(vi, 62)) = {yi{K{e2,63) - ^"(62,63) + 
•^(62,63) —11(62,63)+12(62,63) —i2(62, e3))+U2(—-^^(61,63) —J!i£r(e3, ei)+i2(ei, 63) + 
•R(63,6l) + £f(6i,e3) + i(63,6i)) + U3(iif(62,ei) —iif(62,ei) +J2(e2,ei) —i2(62,ei) + 
;G(62,6i) — £(62,61)), [61,62,63] + [63,62,61] — (61,62,63) — (63,62,61)) = (0,0) 
by (3.6). One may also verify that the commutator and translator are trilin-
ear. For example, [(ui , 6 i )  +  («2,62), ( "3 ,63) ,  («4,64)] = (("i + U2)-K'(63,64) -
vzK(^e\ + 62,64)  — «4%(e3, ei + 62) + 61 + 62) + 04^2(63, ei + 62) ,  [ei, 63 ,64]  +  
[62.63.64]) = {viK{ez^ 64) — «311^(61,64) — ViK{e3, ei) + «41^(63,61) + «412(63, ei) + 
U2-K' (e3 ,e4)  — U3i iL ' (e2 ,64)  — V4K{e3 ,e2)  +  «4X1(63 ,62)  +  ^ 412(63 ,62) ,  [61 ,63 ,64]  +  
[62,63,64]) = [(ui,6i), («3,63), («4,64)] + [(«2,62),(«3,63),(«4,64)], and for r 6 12, 
one has r[(«i,6i),(«2,e2),(«3,e3)] = (rviK(e2,e3) - rv2K{ei,e3) - rv3K(e2,ei) + 
r«3l(62,61 )+r«3l2(62,61), r[ei, 62,63]) = (rviK(e2, e3)-V2K(rei,e3)-V3K(e2, r6i)+ 
I 
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U3-t(e2,rei)-U3-R(e2,rei),[rei,e2,e3]) = [r(ui,ei),(u2,e2),(u3,e3)]. Thus V H E 
is a comtrans algebra over R. • 
Define tt : V H E -* E] (u, e) i-+ e. Note that t t  is a CT-morphism. Thus 
( t t  :  r  •  £7 £7)  €  CT/E.  
Proposition 3.5. HV ia an ME-module, then ir:VuE—*Eisaii E-modvle. 
Proof. Let a be the kernel congruence oî t: : V H E —* E. Define (aja) on a by 
((ui, e), («2, e))(o:(a)((u3, e), («4, e)) ui — «2 = W3 — V4. Then a is self-centralizing 
by (a|a). By Theorem 2.9, (2.6) is an £7-module, and there is an isomorphism 
aHor) H^(ui -W2,e). • 
The passages &om £7-modules to Mg-modules and back given by Propositions 3.3 
and 3.5 will  now be extended to functors T :  A ® CT/E —*• Af£;-Mod and S : Me-
Mod—» A^CT/E that ultimately (Theorem 3.10) yield a category equivalence. For 
an £7-module tt : A E, define T{7r : A E) to be the Mg-module V = 7r~^(0) 
given by Proposition 3.3. For an £7-module morphism 
6 
A\ > A2 
"1 1" 
E » E, 
define T(6)  : 7r{'^(0) —» ?r^^(0) to be the restriction of 9. 
Proposition 3.6. T : A ® CT/E —» M e- Mod is a functor. 
Proof. The main thing to check is that T(6) is a well defined right Mg-module 
morphism. For V G 7rf ^(0), V9ir2 = Viri = 0, so T(6) is well defined. It is clearly 
an i2-module homomorphism. It remains to verify 
(3.7) i vC)T(ô)  =  ivTi6) )C 
for v 6 TTj ^(0) and C € mg. This will be done inductively on the length n oi C = 
If n = 0, (3.7) is immediate. Suppose that (3.7) holds for 
a fixed n, and C = C[(i,yi ),..., (a;„,y„),(®„+i,y„+i)] = I>[(xi,yi),...,(x„,y„)] o 
M. I f  mi i f (x„+i ,y„+i ) ,  then  {yC)T{9)  =  {vC)6  =  [vDofh \9  =  [vD,Xn^ \ ,yn+i]9  =  
[vDe, yn+i^] = [v9D, Xn+i9 - ®„+i + Xn+i,yn+i9 - Vn+I + yn+i] by Propo­
sition 2.7, identifying E with its images under 0 : E Ai and 0 : E A2. For 
e Ç E, one has e = btti = e9n2 and e = evrg. This implies {e9 — e)ir2 = 0, so 
e9-ee îr^^(O). Thus (vC)T(9) = [v9D,x„+i,y„+iJ + [v9D,x„+i9-x„+i,y„+i] + 
[v9D,x„+i9-x„+i,y„+i9-y„+i]+[v9D,x„+i,y„+i9-y„+i] = lv9B,x„+i,y„+i] = 
v9D ofh = v9C — {yT{9y)C. 
For m = i2(a;„+i,y„+i) and m = i(x„+i, j/n+i)> the proofs are similar. The re­
maining functoriality properties are straightforward. • 
For an M^-module V, define S(F) to be the ^-module "k :V 12 E E given by 
Proposition 3.5. For an Mg-module morphism 9 wi —* V2, define 5(0) : Vi • ^7 —> 
V2 •  E;  (u ,e )  i ->  (v9 ,e ) .  
Proposition 3.7. S : M^-Mod—» A <S> CTjE is a functor. 
Proof. The main thing to check is that 5(0) is an £7-module morphism. It is clearly 
an JZ-module homomorphism. For (wi, ei), («2,62), (%, es) G vi O E, 
[("1, ei), («2,62), («3, e3)]5(0) = {viK{e2,e3)9 - V2k{ei, 63)0 - V3K{e2,ei)9+ 
V3L(e2,ei)9 + V3R(e2,ei)9, [61,62,63]) = (vi9K(e2,e3) — V29K{e\,e3) — V39K{e2,ei)+ 
V39L{e2 , 61)  4 -  V39R{e2 ,  e i ) ,  [ e i ,  62 ,63] )  =  [{v i9 ,  e i ) ,  («20 ,63) ,  (U30 ,63) ]  =  
[(ui, ei)5(0), (v2,62)5(0), (u3,63)5(0)]. The equation ((ui, ei), («2,62), («3, e3))5(0) = 
((ui, 62)5(0), («2,62)5(0),(«3,63)5(0)) is proved similarly. The diagram 
I 
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S(tf) 
V i U E  » 1^ 2 • -S 
E >• E 
I e 
commutes. Thus S{6) is a Cr/£?-morphism. By Corollary 2.8, it follows that S{9) 
is an JB-module morphism. The remaining functoriality properties are straightfor­
ward. • 
Lemma 3.8. For each M j s -module V, there is a natural ME-modxile isomorphism 
(3.8) hv  :To  5(F) V; (u, 0) i-» v .  
Proof. It is straightforward to see that hy is a natural iJ-module isomorphism. For 
C = C[(xi, Î/1 ),..., (xn, !/n)] G Me, it will be proved inductively on the length n of 
C that 
(3.9) (u,0)C = (i;C,0) 
for u G F. If n = 0, (3.9) is immediate. Suppose that (3.9) holds for a fixed 
n, and C = C[(a;i, j/i),..., (a;n,yn), («n+i.î/n+i)] = I>[... (®„,y„)] o m. If m = 
i2(œ„+i,y„+i), then (u,0)C = [(u,0)D]m = (vD,0)J2(x„+i,y„+i) = 
{^{vD, 0), (0, Xn-fl), (0, î/n+l)) — (î'-Di2(a;n+l, î/n+l), 0) — (t)C, 0). If nt = K{Xn^\^ J/n+l) 
or m = i(a;n+i>yn+i)>(w>0)C = (vC,0) is proved similarly.  Thus hy is an Me-
module isomorphism. • 
Lemma 3.9. For each E-module ir : A—* E, there is a natural E-module isomor­
phism 
(3.10) Ç a-  S  o  T{A)  —* A]  ( v ,  e) u + e. 
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Proof. Note S o T{A) = îr~^(0) • E,  and E is identified with its image in A under 
0 : E A. Now injects, since v + e = 0 en = vir+ eir = (v + e)7r = 0, whence 
e = 0 and then u = 0. Also g a surjects, since for a e A, one has a = (a — air, ai:)gA-
It remains to be shown that g a is an ^-module morphism. By Corollary 2.8, it suf­
fices to show that g a is a CT/fJ-morphism. Clearly g a is an R- module morphism. 
For (vi,ei),(u2,e2),(u3,e3) G t"^(0) • E, one has [(ui,ei),(ug,62),(«3,63)]3'A = 
viK{e2,63) — U2-^(ei J 63) — V3K(e2, ei) + 03^(^2, ci) + V3R(e2, ej) + [ei, 62,63] = 
[v i ,62 ,63]  +  [e i ,U2,e3]  +  [c i ,e2 ,U3]  +  [61 ,62 ,63]  =  [ui  +  ei ,V2  +  62,«3  +  63]  =  
[("i)6i)fl'A>(v2>e2)fl'/i,(w3,e3)flr>i], the penultimate equality holding since ker{iT : 
A—*E)is self-centralizing. The equation {{vi,ei),(v2,e2),(v3,e3))gA = 
((ui>ei)ffA,(u2,62)^^1,(«3,63)5'^) is proved similarly. The diagram 
9r%X0)  •  E —^  A 
1 1 
E > E 
lE 
commutes, since {v ,e )gA ''f = (w + e)ir = vtc + eir = ctt. Thus g a is a CT/E-
morphism, as required. • 
Theorem 3.10. The categories A ® CT/E of E-modtdes and Mg-Mod of Me-
modules are equivaJent via the functors S and T. 
Proof. Given an A ® CT/JJ-morphism 6 : A A', the construction (3.10) gives a 
commutative diagram 
SoT(fl) 
7r_i(0) • E • TT" (0) • E 
'4 1'^' • 
e 
A • A' 
Given an Mg-Mod-morphism <f> : V —* V, the construction (3.8) gives a commu­
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tative diagram 
7r-^(0) Tr-\0) 
ftvj jftv 
V 
Thus SoT = lA0or /Js ;  and  ToS = Ijgg.Moj- ^ 
4. Structure of the universal enveloping algebra 
The universal enveloping algebra of a comtrans algebra was defined somewhat 
abstractly in the previous section. In this section, an explicit description of the 
universal enveloping algbebra as a certain tensor algebra will be given (Theorem 
4.5). 
Let E he a comtrans algebra over a field 0. Let the underlying vector space 
of E have basis {ej\j G /}, where the index set J is totally ordered. Let S = 
{A:(ei,ej),r(ep,e,),£(ep,ei)|i < G J}, and let F be a vector space over $ 
with basis 5. By definition, the tensor algebra T{V)  based on V is of the form 
(4.1) T'(T^) = $©Vi©V2© ... ©VJt©... , 
where Vi = V and V„ = ®"V. For a.-j/Sj G $, define: 
(4.2) r(%]a,e„ E/'yey) = «j), 
«.i 
(4.3) ^(EaiCi, 53 G;) = Eai73j^(e,-, e j ) .  
(4.4) 
For i > j, define fc(e,-, e j )  = -k{ e j ,  e.) + r(e,-, e j )  +  r ( e j ,  e,) + £(e,-, e j )  +  £ { e j ,  e,). 
For i = j, define 
(4.5) ^(C|, Ci) = r(ei, Ci) + ^(ci, 6,) 
Then for ai,/3j G $, define 
(4.6) fc(E"iei, ey). 
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Lemma 4.1. For any a,be E, 
(4.7) —&(a, b)  — k{b ,  a) + r (a ,  b) + r(b, a) + £(a, b) + £(b, a) = 0. 
Proof. Let a = and b = with ai,/3j € $. By [4.2], [4.3] and [4.6], 
the expression on the left of [4.7] is 
- E ^i) - E e.) + E otiPjr{ei, Cj) + E e.) 
+ Ê ej) + E e») = - E Gj) - E e.) 
i,i «'.j i^j ijtj 
+ E otil3jr(ei,ej) + E ocil^jr(ej,ei) + E otil^A^i^ ^ i) + E O'i^A^h 
«¥7 »/i 
- g ai/S,A:(e,-,ey) - ^  aifijk(ej,e{) + ^  otil3jr{ei,ej) + ^  ai/3jr(ej,ei) 
+ E Cj) + E oiiPA^jy^i) = E ûi7?i(-^(ei, Cj) - fc(ej-, e.) + r(e,-, e^) 
i=i i=i iVi 
+r(ej, e.) + ^(eg,ey) + ej)) + E o t i ^ j ( - k ( e i ,  e j )  +  r(ei, Cj) +  ^(e,-, e j ) )  
i~ j  
+ E Ci) + r(ej, e.) + ^(cy, ei)), 
which reduces to 0 by [4.4] and [4.5]. • 
Lemma 4.2. There is a comtrans algebra T{V) • E over 0 with underlying set 
T{V) X E and: 
(a) (/i,ai) + (/2,a2) = (<i +<2,ai +02); 
(b) a{ t i ,a i )  = (0^1,002) for a G $; 
(c) [(<1,01),((2,02), (<3,03)] = ® k{a2,az) - <2 ® -*3 ® &(a2,oi) 
+<3 ® ^(02,01) + <3 ® r(a2, ai), [ai, 02,03]); 
(d) ((<i,ai), (<2,02),(<3,03)) = (<i 07(02,03) - *2 ®r(a3,Oi) -<2 ® 401,03) 
+<3 0^02 ,01) ,  (01 ,02 ,03) ) .  
Proof. Clearly, T{V) • £7 is a vector space over $. We verify that T(V)  •  E 
satisfies the identities for a comtrans algebra. For the left alternativity, 
[(^1, Ol), ((2,02), ((3, 03)] + [(<2,02),(<1,0I),(<3,03)] 
=  ( < 1  ®  ( 6 ( 0 2 , 0 3 )  -  6 ( 0 2 , 0 3 )  +  < 2  ®  ( -6 ( 0 1 , 0 3 )  +  6 ( 0 1 , 0 3 ) )  
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+<3 ® (-&(o2,oi) - Kai>"2) + r(a2,ai) + (ai,a2) 
+£(02,01) + £(01,02)), [01,02,03] + [02,01,03]) = (0,0) by Lemma 4.1. For the Ja-
cobi identity, (((1,oi),((2,«2),(^3,03)) + ((^2,«2),((3,03),(^i,<zi)) 
+ ( ( ( 3 , 0 3 ) , ( f  1 , ) , ( ( 2 , 0 2 ) )  =  ( < i  ®  ( ^ ( 0 2 , 0 3 )  —  r ( 0 2 , 0 3 )  +  £ ( 0 3 , 0 2 )  —  £ ( 0 3 , 0 2 ) )  
+<2 ® (r(o3,ai)-r(o3,ai) + £(ai,03) -£(01,03)) 
+^3 ® (4<%2,01)-£(02,01) + r(oi,02) - r(0i,02)), 
( 0 1 , 0 2 , 0 3 )  +  ( 0 2 , 0 3,01) +  ( 0 3 , 0 1 , 0 2 ) )  = (0,0). For the comtrans identity, 
[((i,Oi), ((2,02), ((3,03)] + [((3,03), (<2> 02), (<lî Ol)] 
—((^1, ), (^2,02), ((3, %)) — ((*3,03), (:(2,02), (^1, Ol)) 
= (ti <S> ( 6 ( 0 2 , 0 3 )  —  6 ( 0 2 , 0 3 )  +  £ ( 0 2 , 0 3 )  —  £ ( 0 2 , 0 3 )  
+ r ( 0 2 , 0 3 )  — r ( 0 2 , 0 3 ) )  + < 2  ® (—6 ( 0 1 , 0 3 )  — 6( 0 3 , 0 1 )  
+ r ( o i , 0 3 )  +  r ( o 3 , o i )  + £ ( 0 1 , 0 3 )  +  £ ( 0 3 , 0 1 ) )  
+<3 ® (6(02, oi ) - 6(02, oi ) + r(a2, oi ) - r(02, oi ) 
+£(02,01) - £(02,0i)),[0i,02,03] + [03,02,01] - (01,02,03) - (03,02,01)) = (0,0) 
by Lemma 4.1. Finally, we may verify that the commutator and translator are 
trilinear. For example, [(ii, oi) + (<2,02), (h,03), (h,04)] 
= ((<1 +<2) ® 6(03,04) - <3 (gl 6(01 +02,04) - <4 (g) 6(03,01 +02) +<4 ® £(03,01 + 
02) + <4 ® r(o3,oi + 02), [oi, 03,04] + [02,03,04]) 
=  ( t i  ® 6( 0 3 , 0 4 )  -  < 3  ® 6( 0 1 , 0 4 )  —  < 4  ® 6( 0 3 , 0 1 )  + < 4  ®  £ ( 0 3 , 0 1 )  + < 4  ®  r ( 0 3 , 0 i )  +  
*2 <8> 6(03,04) -<3 ® 6(02,04) - <4 ® 6(03,02) + <4 ® £(03,02) 
+<4 ® r ( 0 3 , 0 2 ) ,  [ 0 1 , 0 3 , 0 4 ]  +  [ 0 2 , 0 3 ,  0 4 ] )  =  [ ( < 1 ,  Oi), ( t s ,  O 3 ) ,  (<4, 0 4 ) ] +  
[(<2,02),(<3,03),(<4,04)], while for a 6 $, one has a[(<i,oi), (<2,02), ((3,03)] = 
(a/i ® 6(02,03) - a<2 ® 6(oi, 03) - a<3 ® 6(02, Oi ) + a<3 (g) £(02, oi )+ 
ata ® r(02,0i),a[0i,02,03]) = (ati <S> 6(02,03) -<2 ® 6(001,03) -(3 ® 6(o2,aoi)+ 
<3 ®£(o2,aai)-<3 <gir(02,a0i),[a0i,02,a3]) = [(afi,aoi), ((2,02), (<3,03)]. Simi­
larly one can show that the commutator is linear in its second and third arguments, 
and that the translator is trilineEir. Thus T(V) • jE? is a comtrans algebra over 
<l> • 
Define A : E  —* T iV)  H E ' ,  (0, a) .  Note that A is a comtrans morphism, 
and that the following diagram conamutes: 
E  ^  E [ X ]  <  { X )  X  
(4-8) 1' i • 
T(V) -3 E 1 T(V) • E <—T(y) 3 E(1,0) 
Lemma 4.3. Let S = {K(ei,ej),R{ep,eq),L{ep,eg)\i < j',i,j,p,q € J}. 
The function / : S -> S-,K{ei,ej) i-> k{ei,ej),R{ep,eq) t-» r(ep,eg),L(ep,eg) t-* 
£ (ep ,eg)  i s  wel l  deSned .  
Proof. Suppose K{ei^,ej^) = K{ei , , e j , )  G S. By (4.8), XK{ei^ ,e j^ )A  *  g  =  
XK{ei^, Gj; ) 
A * gr => [%, ei,, 6; J A * g  =  [ X ,  e,-,, e^ jA * g  
[(l>0)»(0>®ii))(0>®ii)] — [(1»0)>(0, e,j),(0,ejj)] 
(fc(eij,eji),0) = (A;(e,*j,ejj),0) 
=> ifc(ei,,ejj) = k(eij,ejj). Using the same argument, one can show that for any 
= I>(e,-,,ej,) 6 S, one has C(e,-,,ejJ/ = D(e,.,,ey,)/, so that / is 
well-defined. • 
Lemma 4.4. If I7i o • • • o i7„ € Me such that for m ^ 0, G S, then XUi o • • • o 
Un(A *g) = (Uif (g) • • • ® Unf, 0) with the map f of Lemma 4.3. 
Proof. For n = 0, one has Xl£;jx](A * g) = X{A * g) = (1,0). Suppose that 
the lemma holds for products of at most n factors. For Un+i = K{ei,ej), one has 
XUiO' - 'oUnoUn+iiA*g) = [XUio- • •QUn,ei,ej]A*g = [XUio- • 'oU„A*g, e,A* 
g,ejA*g] = [iUif(2>---®U„f,0),{0,ei),(0,ej)] = (î^i/®-• •®C?„/®fc(e,-,ej),0) = 
(Uif ® • • • ® Unf ® Un+\fi 0). For Un-^i = iî(ep, e,) or Un+i = i(ep, e,), the proof 
is similar. • 
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Theorem 4.5. Let E be a comtrans algebra over a £eld $. Let 
V  =  (EAE)®(E®E)®{E® E) .  
Then the universal enveloping algebra Me of E is isomorphic to the tensor algebra 
T(y) over V. 
Proof. With suitable identifications, the set S of Lemma 4.3 is a basis for V. Let 
S* be the free monoid over S. The embedding of E into Me extends to a monoid 
homomorphism of S* into (the underlying monoid of) Me. By Lemma 4.4, this 
homomorphism injects. Identify S* with its image. The image S* spans Mei since 
K(ei, e,) = R(ei, e,) + L(ei, e,) and K{ej, e.) = -K(ei, ej) + R(ei, ej) + R(ej, e,) + 
X(e,-, Cj) + L{ej, Cj) for i < j. By Lemma 4.4, the image E* is linearly independent. 
Thus E* is a basis for (the underlying vector space of) Me, whence Me is isomorphic 
to the tensor algebra T(V) over V. • 
I 
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PART III. COMTRANS ALGEBRAS AND BILINEAR FORMS 
1. Introduction 
Comtrans algebras were introduced [9] in answer to a problem from differential 
geometry [2, Problem X.3.9][6, p.l6]: finding the algebraic structure in the tangent 
bundle corresponding to the coordinate n-ary loop of an (n + l)-web [3,§3.7]. The 
algebraic structure consists of a system of comtrans algebras, interlaced with some 
of the 'W-algebras" (now known as Akivis algebras) that had been introduced 
earlier by Akivis in correspondence with the coordinate binary loops of 3-webs [1] 
[2,§IX.6] [4]. The current paper is part of a progamme (cf. [7], [8]) beginning a 
study of comtrans algebras from a purely algebraic point of view. It was noted in 
[9, Remark 3.1 (ii)] that a comtrans algebra arises from the repeated commutator 
[[ , ], ] of a Lie algebra. For the Lie algebra of Euclidean space R' under the 
"vector" or "cross" product x, this repeated product is the "vector triple product" 
(1.1) ($ X y) X z = y(z z) - z(y - z). 
One could thus regard the vector triple product comtrans algebra as arising from 
the Euclidean inner product on K® according to the right hand side of (1.1), rather 
than from the repeated Lie algebra commutator appearing on the left. The main 
topic of the present paper is a generalization (3.1-2) of this construction, producing 
a comtrans algebra CT(E,^) from a pair {E,I3) consisting of a unital  module E 
over a commutative ring R with 1 and a bilinear form ^ : E"^ —* R. A "transposed" 
comtrans algebra CT{E,^y is also given by the pair (E,/3) (3.3-4). These con­
structions compare with the currently popular methods of making algebras out of 
spaces with forms, such as Jordan algebras or Clifford algebras. One major advan­
tage of the comtrans algebras CT{E, P) and CT(E, /3y is that they do not require 
any extension of the underlying module E in order to achieve closure. By contrast, 
the underlying modules of Clifford algebras (for example) blow up exponentially in 
size. 
Section 2 presents the definition of comtrans algebras (2.1-5), and covers some 
elementary topics that are needed, such as the notions of ideal, abelian algebras, and 
simple algebras. The transposition relationship between a pair of comtrans algebras, 
typified by CT(E,l3) and CT(E,l3y, is also described (2.6-7). The third section 
gives  the  bas ic  cons t ruc t ion  of  the  comtrans  a lgebras  CT{E, I3)  and  CT(E, /3y  
jfrom a module (E,^) with a bilinear form. For tight connections between the 
form and the algebras, some restrictions on the underlying module E are required. 
Appropriate restrictions are encoded in the concept of "formed space" (Definition 
3.3), making the underlying module free of rank more than 1. Theorem 3.4 shows 
how simplicity of the comtrans algebras is equivalent to non-degeneracy of the form 
and simplicity of the ring of scalars. In general, the radical of a bilinear form 
on a formed space may be described in comtrans algebra terms (Proposition 3.5). 
Theorem 3.6 and its corollary show that the automorphism groups of the formed 
space (E, /3) and of the comtrans algebras CT(E, /?) and CT(E, PY coincide. The 
fourth section is concerned with the problem of recognizing when a comtrans algebra 
is a "form algebra", i.e CT{E,I3) or CT{E,^y for a formed space {E,P). The 
answer is given by Theorem 4.1. Consideration of the hyperbolic plane (Example 
4.2) shows that the two-dimensional case is anomalous. 
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2. Comtrans algebras 
Let ^ be a commutative ring with 1. A comtrans algebra over iZ is a unital 
A-module E equipped with a trilineax operation. 
(2.1) [, , ] : -+ JE7; {x ,y , z )  t-» [x ,y , z ]  
called the commutator and a trilinear operation 
(2.2) (, , ) :E^  -¥E- ,  (x ,y , z )>-^  {x ,y , z )  •  
called the translator. The commutator is left alternative, in the sense that 
(2.3) V®,z e E,  [x ,x , z ]  = 0. 
The translator satisfies the Jacobi identity: 
(2.4) Var, y , zeE,  (x ,  y ,  z )  +  (y, z ,  x )  +  (z, x ,  y )  = 0. 
Finally, the commutator and translator together satisfy the comtrans identity: 
(2.5) \ / x , y€E,  [x, y, x]  =  {x ,  y, x) .  
A submodule J of a comtrans algebra E is said to be an ideal (notation J < E) 
i f, for all J in J and x,y in E, the elements [y,x,j], {y,x,j) and {j,x,y) of E lie 
in J. A submodule J of £7 is an ideal iff it is the kernel of the underlying module 
homomorphism of a comtrans algebra homomorphism with domain E [7, Prop. 3.1]. 
A comtrans algebra E is abelian if its commutator and translator are identically 
zero. If the underlying module of a comtrans algebra E is cyclic, then (2.3) and 
(2.5), along with the trilinearity of the commutator and translator, show that the 
algebra E is abelian. Note that, for an abelian comtrans algebra E, each submodule 
of E forms an ideal of E. At the opposite extreme, a comtrans algebra is said to be 
simple if it is non-abelian, and if it has no proper non-trivial ideals. 
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Given a comtrans algebra E with commutator [ , , ] and translator ( , , ), a 
new comtrans algebra f/*", called the transpose of E, may be formed by equipping 
the underlying module E with a new commutator 
(2.6) [œ, y ,  =  [z ,  y ,  x]  +  (y, z, x)  
and a new translator 
(2.7) {x ,y , zy  =  - (x , z , y )  
for X, y, z in E. Note that = E. The algebras E and E'^ are "term equivalent" 
in the sense of universal algebra, so they have the same (congruences and) ideals 
[10, p.l3]. Moreover, given comtrans algebras E and F, a module homomorphism 
f : E —* F is a. comtrans algebra homomorphism f : E —* F f : E^ —»• F*" is a 
comtrans algebra homomorphism. 
3. Forms and algebras 
A formed module (E, /?) is a unital module E over a commutative ring R with 
1, equipped with a bilinear form ^ : E x E —y R. Associated with (£?,/?) is the 
comtrans algebra CT{E, P) having commutator 
(3.1) [x ,y , z \  =  y^{x , z ) -x^{y , z )  
and translator 
(3.2) (s, y ,  z )  =  yp{z ,  x )  -  x^(y ,  z ) .  
There is also the transposed comtrans algebra CT(E,  /?)'" with commutator 
(3.3) [x ,y , z f  =  z ( /3 (x ,y ) -^ (y ,x ) )  
and translator 
(3.4) {x ,  y , zy  =  xl3{z ,  y )  -  z^(y ,  x ) .  
The radical of {E, /3) is the submodule 
(3.5) Rad/}  =  {x  e  E  \  ^ y  £  E ,  /?(« ,  y )  =  /?(y, a?) = 0}. 
Proposition 3.1. The radical of (E, /?) is an ideal of CT{E, /)) and CT{E, /?)'". 
Proof. Since the algebras CT{E, /3) and CT{E,  /Sy  are term equivalent, they have 
the same ideals [10, p.l3]. It thus suiEces to prove Rad/S < CT(E, 13). Consider an 
element j of RadjS. Then for x,y m E, one has \j,x,y] = {j,x,y) = —jl3{x,y) 6 
Had 13 and {y,x,j) = 0, as required. • 
Corollary 3.2. If either CT{E,^) or CT{E,/3y is simple, then Rad^ = {0}. 
Proof. By the term equivalence of CT{E,^) and CT(E,  jSy ,  it suffices to consider 
CT{E,l3) alone. If CT(E,l3) were simple with Rad^ > {0}, Proposition 3.1 would 
imply RadP = E, whence /3 = 0 and the contradiction that CT{E,P) would be 
abelian. • 
If the underlying module E of a comtrans algebra is cyclic, the algebra is nec­
essarily abelian. In this case, it is clear that all bilinear forms ^ on E yield the 
same comtrans algebra CT(E, /3). For tighter connections between formed modules 
{E,I3) and the comtrans algebras CT{E,^) or CT(E,^y, some restrictions on the 
possible modules E are required. The following definition serves to impose such 
restrictions. 
Definition 3.3. A formed apace (E, j3) is a formed module whose underlying mod­
ule E is free of rank more than 1. 
The simplicity of the comtrans algebra CT(E,  0 )  of a formed space may be charac­
terized quite sharply. 
Theorem 3.4. Let  (E , /3 )  be  a  formed space  over  a  commuta t ive  r ing  R  wi th  1 .  
Then the algebras CT(E,/3) and CT(E,^y are simple if and only if Rad^ = {0} 
and R is a £eld. 
Proof. To begin, suppose that CT{E,P) is simple. By Corollary 3.2, Rad^ = {0}. 
Suppose that R is not a field, so that it has a proper non-zero ideal I. Since E 
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is free of positive rank, the submodule IE is proper and non-trivial. One obtains 
the contradiction IE < CT{E,/3). Consider an element j = iiXi + • • • + in^n of 
IE  with  €  I  and  G E.  Then  for  y , z  in  E one  has  \ j , y , z ]  =  
3 /W,z) - jl3iy,z) = i\yp{xi,z) + ••• + iny^{xn , z )  - 3P{y , z )  e  IE .  Similarly 
( j ,  y ,  z )  e  IE  and  {z ,y , j )  G IE ,  so  tha t  IE<CT{E, /3) .  
Conversely, suppose that is a field and Rad/3 = {0}. Let j be a non-zero 
element of a non-trivial ideal J of CT(E, 13). Since j ^ Rad 13, there is an element 
y  OÎ E such  tha t  I3 ( j , y )  ^  0  or  I3(y , j )  ^  0 .  Cons ider  an  a rb i t ra ry  e lement  x  of  E.  
If Kj,y) ^ 0, one has a: = I3(j,y)~^{lj,x,y] +j/3{x,y)) G J. If ^(y,j) ^ 0, one 
has X = P{y,j)~^{{j^x,y) H-;/?(«, y)) G J. Thus J is improper: the only ideals of 
CT{E,P) are {0} and E. Since dimjiE > 1, there is a proper non-trivial subspace 
K of E. If CT(E,^) were abelian, then K would be an ideal. Thus CT{E,^) is 
non-abelian. • 
The radical of a formed space {E,P) is determined by the comtrans algebra 
CTiE,l3). 
Proposition 3.5. Let  (E ,  /3)  be  a formed space, with corresponding comtrans al­
gebra CT(E, P). Then 
(3.6) Rad/3  =  {x  e  E  \  Vy, z  £E ,  {z ,y ,x )  = 0} 
Proof. Let S be a basis for the free module E. Note |S| > 1. For any two distinct 
e lements  b,c  of  B,  and  for  x  in  E,  the  equa t ion  0  =  {c ,b ,x )  =  b^(x ,c )  — c^ (b ,x )  
forces ^{b,x) = 0 = ^(x,c). Thus Rad^ contains the right hand side of (3.6). 
Conversely, x G Radp (z, y, x) = yP{x, z) — zl3{y, r) = 0 for y, z to. E. • 
Finally, isomorphism of formed spaces is equivalent to isomorphism of the corre­
sponding comtrans algebras. 
Theorem 3.6. Let  (E , I3)  and  (E, "y) be formed spaces on the same underlybig 
module E. Then the following three conditions on a module automorphism f : 
E —* E are equivalent: 
(a) / : (E ,  j3)  (E ,  j )  i s  an  i somorphism o f  formed modules ;  
(b) / : CT(E,  P)  —> 'CT{E,  7) is a comtrans algebra isomorphism; 
(c) / : CT(E,  py  —* CT(E,  7)'" is a comtrans algebra isomorphism. 
Proof. The equivalence of the conditions (b) and (c) follows from the term equiv­
alence of each comtrans algebra with its transpose. If (a) holds, the module auto­
morphism / of E is such that Vi, y € E, 7(1/, yf) = I3(x, y). Let [, , ]/j and 
denote the commutators of CT{E,^) and CT{E,'y) respectively. Then ^x,y,z 6 
E,  [x f ,  y f ,  2 f ]y  =  y f f i x f ,  z f )  -  xf f {y f ,  z f )  = y/ / î (a ; ,  z )  -  xf /3(y ,  z )  = (y/?(a ; ,  z )  -
x0(y ,  z ) ) f  =  [x ,  y ,  z] f i f .  Simi la r ly ,  one  ob ta ins  the  equa t ion  {x f ,  y f ,  z f )y  =  (z ,  y ,  z )p f  
for the respective translators(, , and (, , of CT{E,^) and CT{E,'^). Thus 
(b) holds. Conversely, suppose that (b) holds: there is a comtrans algebra iso­
morphism / : CT{E,^) —* CT{E,'y). Let B be a basis for the free module 
E. Note that |B| > 1, and that Bf is also a basis for E. Given elements 
b,c of B, choose an element a oi B distinct from h and an element 6 of the 
dua l  module  E* with  afO = 1  and  hfd  =  0.  Then  [a ,  6 ,  c ]^ /  =  [a f ,  b f ,  c f ]^  => 
(b/3{a,c)-al3(b,c))f = bf^{a,c)-afP{b,c) = 6/7(0/,c/)-0/7(6/,c/) /3{b,c) = 
{af0(b,c) - bfl3(a,c))e = (0/7(6/,c/) - 6/7(0/,c/))g = 7(6/,c/). Thus / is an 
isomorphism of formed modules, and (a) holds. • 
Corollary 3.7. For a formed space (E,^), the automorphism groups of(E,^), of 
CT(E,fi) and of CT{E,^y coincide. 
Proof. Talce 7 = in Theorem 3.6 • 
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4. Recognizing form algebras 
Given a comtrans algebra E, under what conditions is there a bilinear form (3 on 
E such that E = CT{E, P) ov E = CT(E, It transpires that transposed form 
algebras  CT{E,PY are  s l igh t ly  eas ie r  to  recognize ,  bu t  of  course  E = CT{E, l3)  
if and only if E^ = CT(E, ^ y. The main answer to the problem is given by the 
following theorem. 
Theorem 4.1. Let E be a free module over R of rank more than 2. Then there is 
a bilinear form P on E such that E = CT(E, /?)'" if and only if the following two 
conditions obtain: 
(a) Vx,  y , zeE,  [a:, y ,  z]  G zR ;  
(b) Vœ, y , zeE,  {x ,  y ,  z )  exR  + zR.  
Proof. By (3.3) and (3.4), conditions (a) and (b) are clearly necessary for transposed 
form algebras CT(E,py. Conversely, suppose that E carries a comtrans algebra 
structure satisfying conditions (a) and (b). Let 5 be a basis for E; in particular 
\B\ > 2. By (a), 
(4.1) 36 :  R .  V6,c ,d  E B ,  [6,c,<i] = dS(b ,c ,d ) .  
For d ^  d ' ,b ,c  E  B ,  there is a scalar A with (d — cf')A = [6, c,d — d'\ = [6, c, rfj — 
[6, c, d'] = d8{h, c, d) — d'S(b, c, d'), whence S(b, c,d) — \ = S(b, c, d'). Thus (4.1) may 
be rewritten as: 
(4.2) 36 : B^ —* R. Vô, c,d Ç B, [6, c,d\ = d6(b, c). 
By the trilinearity and left alternativity of the commutator, 6 : B^ —* R extends to 
a skew- symmetric form 6 : E"^ —* R such that 
(4.3) yx ,y , zeE,  [x ,y , z ]  =  z8{x ,y ) .  
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By (b), 
(4.4) 3/Î, J  :  R .  V6, c ,de  B ,  (6, c, d) = b/3(d, c, b) — djÇc, b, d). 
For a 3-element subset {b ,b ' fd}  of B and c in B,  there are scalars A and f i  with 
(b — b')X + dfi = {b — b',c,d) = {b,c,d) — {b',c,d) = bl3{d,c,b) — b'l3(d,c,b') — 
d(j(c, b, d) — 7(c, b'd)), whence ^(d, c,b) = X = /3(d, c, b'). For a 3-element subset 
{6 ,  d,  d ' }  of  B and  c  in  B,  the re  a re  sca la rs  (  and  r j  with  b^  — (d  — d ' ) t }  = (6,  c ,d  — 
d') = {b, c,d}- {b, c, d') = b{P{d, c, b) — P{d', c, 6)) — d'y{c, b, d) + d'y(c, b, d'), whence 
7(c, b,d) = ri = 7(c, 6, d'). Then (4.4) may be péirtly rewritten as: 
(4.5) 3/Î, j - .B^  ^R .yb^d ,  ceB,  {b ,  c ,  d )  = 6^(d, c) - d'y{c, b). 
Suppose b c  ^  d  & B .  By (4.4) and (4.5), the Jacobi identity gives 0 = (b ,  c, d)  +  
(c, d,  b)  +  {d ,  b ,  c )  =  bl3(d ,  c ,  b )  -  dj (c ,  b ,  d )  +  c/3{b ,  d )  -  bj (d ,  c )  +  d^{c ,  b )  -  67(6 ,  d ) .  
Suppose b ^ d, c E B. By (4.3), (4.5) and (4.6), the comtrans identity gives 
0 = [b,c,d\ + [d, c, 6] — (6, c, d) — (c?, c, b) = dS{b, c) -f- b6{d, c) — b/3{d, c) + dp{c, b) — 
d/?(6, c) + bp{c, d). Equating coefficients of d yields 
Now by (2.5), (4.2) and (4.7), (6,c,6) = [ô,c, 6] = b6(b ,c )  =  6/)(6, c) — b^(c ,b) .  
Together with (4.5) and (4.6), this yields 
Equating coefficients of c yields 
(4.6) V6, dçB,  I3(b ,  d )  = 7(6, d). 
(4.7) V6, c e J?, 6(6, c) = /3{b, c) - I3{c, b). 
(4.8) V6, c ,dÇ B ,  {b ,  c, d) = b/3{d, c) — d^(c, b). 
Extend j3 : B^ —* B to a bilinear form on E. By (4.3) and (4.7), 
(4.9) Vx, y , z  eE ,  [x ,  y ,  z]  =  z{ /3(x ,  y )  -  p{y ,  x)). 
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By (4.8) and the trilinearity of the translator, 
(4.10) \ / x , y , z£E,  {x ,y , z )  =x /3{z ,y ) -  z^ (y ,x ) .  
Comparing (4.9) with (3.3) and (4.10) with (3.4), the algebra E is identified as 
CTiEjy. • 
The following example shows the necessity of the rank condition in the statement 
of Theorem 4.1. 
Example 4.2. Let (H,  a )  be a hyperbolic plane [5, Def.II.9.7] over a field, gener­
ated by the basis {e,/} of isotropic vectors with oc{e,f) = —a(f,e) = 1. Define 
(4.11) [x ,y , z ]  =  -za(y ,x )  
and 
(4.12) {x ,y , z )  =  xa{z ,y ) .  
Then H becomes a comtrans algebra, satisfying conditions (a) and (b) of Theorem 
4.1. !£ H = CT{H,^Y for a bilinear form 13 on H, (3.4) and (4.12) would yield 
(4.13) V®, y , z  e  H,  xa{z ,  y )  =  x/3(z ,  y )  -  z^(y ,  x ) .  
For fixed x ,  y ,  choose z  linearly independent of x .  Then (4.13) would give ^(y ,  x )  =  
0, leading to the contradiction that H would be abelian. 
I 
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GENERAL SUMMARY 
This thesis is primarily devoted to studying a class of algebras, the so-cedled comtrans 
algebras. It consists of two parts. 
In the first part, simple comtrans algebras determined by Lie algebras and by pairs 
of matrices are characterized. It is also shown that the two classes are separate, except 
for the vector triple product algebra. 
In the second part, the equivalence of the representation theory of a comtrans al­
gebra and the representation theory of an associative universal enveloping algebras is 
established. Furthermore, the universal enveloping algebra of a comtrans algebra E 
over a field and the tensor algebra over {E E) are shown to be 
isomorphic. 
In the third part, comtrans algebras CT(E, P) and CT{E, from a module (JE?, /?) 
with bilinear form are produced. The automorphism groups of the formed space (JS, /S) 
and of the comtrans algebras CT{E,/3) and CT{E,/3y coincide. Conditions under 
which a comtrans algebra is a "form algebra" are given. 
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